CONSTRUCTION ALERT
Pinn Hall Exterior Envelope Improvements

ITEMS OF INTEREST:
- The Original/Old Pinn Hall Loading Dock at the North end of the alley/fire lane between Pinn Hall and PCC Annex will be closed to all deliveries and vehicular traffic effective on Tuesday November 19, 2019 (unless already coordinated with the project team).
- This area will also be closed to all pedestrian traffic. Normal egress is being maintained from Pinn Hall and PCC Annex.

BACKGROUND:
- This area is closed as work is beginning to prepare for a Tower Crane which will be in this location for the duration of this project, ending in Fall 2021. Note that this Tower Crane is required for the Exterior Envelope Replacement project, which is re-cladding Original/Old Pinn Hall with new brick including structural stabilization as well as installation of new windows and thermal and vapor barriers.
- The Tower Crane is planned to be erected in early January 2020. An additional construction alert will be sent regarding this crane erection as we approach the erection date.
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PHOTOS/MAPS OF AREAS AFFECTED: See following page
Fire lane closed starting here, access to PCC Annex FDC maintained